Distorted relation between mRNA copy number and corresponding major histocompatibility complex ligand density on the cell surface.
The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) presents peptides derived from degraded cellular proteins to T-cells and is thus crucial for triggering specific immune responses against viral infections or cancer. Up to now, there has been no evidence for a correlation between levels of mRNA (the "transcriptome") and the density of MHC-peptide complexes (the "MHC ligandome") on cells. Because such dependences are of intrinsic importance for the detailed understanding of translation efficiency and protein turnover and thus for systems biology in general and for tumor immunotherapy in practical application, we quantitatively analyzed the levels of mRNA and corresponding MHC ligand densities in samples of renal cell carcinomas and their autologous normal kidney tissues. Relative quantification was carried out by gene chip analysis and by stable isotope peptide labeling, respectively. In comparing more than 270 pairs of gene expression and corresponding peptide presentation ratios, we demonstrate that there is no clear correlation (r = 0.32) between mRNA levels and corresponding MHC peptide levels in renal cell carcinoma. A significant number of peptides presented predominantly on tumor or normal tissue showed no or only minor changes in mRNA expression levels. In several cases, peptides could even be identified despite the virtual absence of the respective mRNA. Thus we conclude that a majority of epitopes from tumor-associated antigens will not be found in approaches based mainly on mRNA expression studies as mRNA expression reflects a distorted picture of the situation on the cell surface as visible for T-cells.